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Abstract. It has been known that there is a family of projections Ps of the

Lebesgue spaces onto the Bergman spaces on the unit ball of C(n > 1). The

corresponding result for the weighted Bergman spaces Apa is obtained. As

applications a solution of Gleason's problem at the origin for Apa and a char-

acterization of Apa in terms of partial derivatives are indicated without proof.

Also the natural limiting case is found: PsL°° = S , the Bloch space, and

PsCq = *Bo > the I'tt'e Bloch space. Moreover, simple bounded linear operators

Ls : 2$ —> L°° , with LsC&q) c Co , are found so that Ps o Ls is the identity on

05 . As an application the dualities 03 = (Axa)* and 23J = Ala are established

under each of pairings suggested by projections Ps .

1. Introduction

The results of the present paper extend and complement those of Forelli-

Rudin [6], Kolaski [7], and Zhu [13].

Let C" denote the «-dimensional complex space of all ordered «-tuples z =

(zx,...,zn) of complex numbers with inner product z-w = zxwx-\-\-znwn.

The unit ball B of C" is then the set of all z GCn with |z| = (z-z)x/2 < 1 .

We shall let H(B) denote the class of holomorphic functions on B and let

A(B) = H(B) n C(B).
The Bloch space 53 is the space of all g G H(B) for which

||g||B = |¿r(0)| + sup(l-|z|2)|Vg(z)|< oo
z€B

where Vg = (Dxg, ... ,Dng), D} = d/dzj 0 = 1,...,«), is the complex

gradient of g. The norm || ||œ turns the space 53 into a Banach space. For

a long list of equivalent definitions of the Bloch space, see [8] and [11], where

the settings are more general, and [2], where the setting is the unit disc. The

little Bloch space Sq is the closed subspace of 23, consisting of functions

g for which the additional condition (1 - \z\ )|Vg(z)| = o(l) holds. Let

dV denote the normalized volume measure on B and define a measure dV„
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(a > -1   is fixed throughout the paper unless otherwise specified) on B by

dVa(z) = (1 - \z\ )a dV(z). The weighted Bergman space Apa   (1 < p < oo) is

then the closed subspace Lp(Va) n H(B) of Lp(Va). We will use the fact that

A(B) is dense in both 53 0 and Apa .

Corresponding to a complex number

s = a + it       (a > -1, - oo < t < oo),

we define a kernel

and an integral operator

P5f(z)=Xs [ Ks(z,w)f(w)dV(w)       (zgB)
J B

where Af = T(« +5 + 1)/T(n + l)r(.s + 1) and the complex powers that occur

in the kernel Ks are understood to be principal branches.

Theorem 1. For 1 < p < oo, Ps is a bounded operator on Lp(Va) if and only if

p(l+o) > l+a. If p(l +o) > 1 + a, then PJ = / and PJ = f(0) for every

fGAp.

Shields and Williams [10] proved Theorem 1 for s > 0, p = 1 in the

unweighted case (a - 0) on the unit disc. Then Forelli and Rudin [6] proved

the unweighted case of Theorem 1, which appears in [9] as Theorem 7.1.4. On

the other hand, Kolaski [7] obtained Theorem 1 in the case a — a. As indicated

in [6], [7] and [9], Theorem 1 does not extend to the case p = oo. There is,

however, a natural limiting case, which was not emphasized by earlier authors:

Theorem 2. For every s, Ps is a bounded operator from L°°(B) onto 53. More-

over, PsC(B) = PsC0(B) = 530 .

Here C0(B) = {f G C(B): \f(z)\ -y 0 as \z\ -► 1} . In fact we will construct

simple bounded linear operators Ls: 53 —* L°°(B), with Lj(530) c C0(B), so

that Ps o Ls is the identity on 53 (see Corollary 13). This also establishes the

dualities 53 = (A(t)* and Aa = 53q (superscript * denotes the dual space) un-

der each of pairings suggested by Ps (see Theorems 15 and 16). In a recent

paper [ 14] Zhu has solved a generalized Gleason problem at the origin for the

unweighted Bergman spaces and obtained a characterization of those spaces in

terms of partial derivatives of their elements. The main ingredients in Zhu's

work are the unweighted cases of Theorem 1, Proposition 6, and its conse-

quence Corollary 7 . We therefore obtain the corresponding weighted versions,

Theorems 3 and 4 , for free: one imitates, line by line, proofs of Theorems

4, 5, 11, and 21 of [14], and thus details are left to the readers. Here we use

the convenient multi-index notation: for ordered «-tuples ß = (ßx, ... ,ßn)

of nonnegative integers, we write \ß\ = ßx + ■ ■ ■ + ßn , zp = z, • • • z^", and

Dß = Of' • • • Dßn".
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Theorem 3. For each multi-index ß there exists a linear operator G„ bounded

on Apa(l < p < oo ) such that if f G Apa and all its partial derivatives of order

< m - 1 are zero at 0 for some positive integer m, then f(z) = J2z G„f(z)

on B, where the sum is taken over all ß with \ß\ = m .   O

Theorem 4. Let 1 < p < oo and m be a positive integer. Then a function

f G H(B) belongs to Apa if and only if Dß f G Appm+a for every multi-index ß

with \ß\ = m . Moreover, the norm of f G Apa is equivalent to

J2 \oßf(o)\+ ¿2 ii^/l, . ü
\ß\<m-\ \ß\=m

The inclusion 53 c Apa is clear from Theorem 4 (with m - 1 ).

2. Theorem 1

For Ö > -1 and c real, define

/* ( 1        i     12 ̂  <5

JrAz)= / —[      '   '     .    dV(w)       (zgB).
c's h\\-z-w\n+'+s+c

Note that Jc s(z) is a function of \z\. A proof of the following lemma can be

found in Proposition 1.4.10 of [9]. In this paper, only the "big oh" consequence

of the lemma is important.

Lemma 5. If c > 0, then (1 - \z\ )cJc s(z) has a positive finite limit as |z| —> 1.

D

Note. In the above lemma one can conclude a bit stronger result asserting that

h¿*) = J-cA(1 - \z\2)cJ Jz) = J    Jz) (see Appendix) on B for every real c and thus
2 c

(1 - \z\ ) Jc â(z) increases to J_cS(£,) (£ G dB) as \z\ increases to 1 for

c>0.

We first prove a stronger version of the first part of Theorem 1. We define

Taf(z) = f -^—^r^f(w)dV(w)       (z G B).
Jb\\ - z -w\

Proposition 6. For 1 < p < oo, Ta is bounded on Lp(Va) if and only if p(l +

o)> 1 +a.

Proof. We will consider only the case 1 < p < oo : the case p = 1 can be

treated in exactly the same way as in the proof of Theorem 7.1.4 of [9]. The

proof that follows is also an easy modification.

Assume that 1 < p < oo and put Ta(z,w) = (I -\w\ )"~a\l - z-w\~

so that

Tj(z)= f Ta(z,w)f(w)dVa(w).
JB
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Let q be the conjugate exponent of p. If p(l + o) < 1  + a, then q(a

a) + a < -1 and thus

L\Ta(z ,w)\q dVa(w) = oo
>B

for every z G B, and Tgf fails to exist for some / G Lp(Va). If p(l + a) >

l+a, then ô = a - ( 1 + a)p~' > -1 , e = ( 1 + a)p~' - 1 > -1 and o - s > 0.

Define <p(z) = (1 - \z\ )     +Q)/¿"?   Then Lemma 5 shows

(1) / T (z,-)<pqdV = /     (1~H )      dv{   } < fl«|ç,(z)|«
V ' Jb   a a    JB\l-z-w\n+x+a

and

(2) / T(-,w)9PdV = (1 - |u;|2)CT~" / —^—|Z| i_,^   dV(z) < bp\q>(w
Jb   ° " Jb \l - z •wl"^

for some constants a and b depending only on n, o, a, and p. Now the

same argument as in the proof of Theorem 7.1.4 of [9] (or Lemma 3.1 of [6])

leads from (1) and (2) to

[ \TJ\pdVa<(ab)p [\f\pdVt
Jb Jb

for f G Lp(Va). The proof is complete,     o

Corollary 7. Let 1 < q < oo. Then the operator T* defined by

T*f(z) = (1 - \z\2)°-a ( -f{w)   ,x   dV (w)

« bounded on Lq(Va) if and only if a - a + ( 1 + a)q~ ' > 0.    D

Note that if # = oo, then the above corollary reduces to the "big oh" conse-

quence of Lemma 5.

Proof of Theorem I. The first part of the theorem is contained in Proposition 6

because

e-nW2<\Ks(z,w)\\Ka(z,w)\-x<enW'2

on B x B . Recall that the theorem is true for a = 0. Thus the second part of

the theorem follows from the fact that A(B) is dense in Apt.   D

The following corollary combined with Corollary 7 is the adjoint version of

Theorem 1.

Corollary 8. Let I < q < oo and assume that o - a + ( 1 + a)q~ > 0. Then Q

is a bounded projection of L9 (K) onto MXq where (recall Res = a)

Qf(z) = X(l-\z\2)s- [ -/{W) ^ dV(w),
y '      $y      IU      .Ml-z-W)"^     "

Mf(z) = f(z)(l-\z\2)5-",

Xq = {fGH(B):MfGLq(VJ}.   D
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Note that Xq = Aq.     .,    for q < oo.  If q = oo, then the above corol-
q{o — a)+a ^ * '

lary partially generalizes a result of Shields and Williams ([10], Theorem 1 with

<p(r) = (1 - r )"~a , u/(r) = (1 - r )a , and s = o) as well as its higher dimen-

sional version ([12], Theorem 3.16).

3. Theorem 2

In the rest of the paper we fix 5 and assume that a = a : thus s — a + it.

We will use the "inner product" notation

(h,g)= [ hgdVa
Jb

whenever the integral on the right side of the above exists.

Lemma 9.  Ps: L°°(B) —»53 is a bounded operator. Moreover, PSC(B) c 530.

Proof. Let \p G L°°(B) be given. Write g = Psy/ and differentiate under the

integral sign to obtain

2   5

(3) Dg(z)=Xs(n + 1 +s) f     (1 ~ W 12+swm,{w)dV{w)       (z g B)
1 Jb (I - z-w) + +s   '

for j = 1,...,«. It follows from Lemma 5 that Ps : L°°(B) —► 53 is bounded.

In the integral of (3), one can replace y/(w) by y/(w) - y/(z), for each fixed

z G B, by Theorem 1 without changing the integral. It follows that the integral

in the right side of (3) is dominated by some constant (independent of z) times

(4) I   Mz)-W{ZlldV(w).
JB \l - Z ■W\n+2+a        U

The integral in (4) is easily seen to be o((l - \z\ )~x) by Lemma 5 when y/ is

uniformly continuous. Thus PSC(B) c 530 .     D

Define MJ(z) = f(z)(l -\z\2)" . It is then easily verified that (Pjh,Mtg) =

(h, MtPsg) whenever an application of Fubini's theorem is justified. In partic-

ular, if h G A(B), this reduces to

(5) (h,Mtg) = (h,MtPsg).

We also define

Lsg(z) = (s-f 1)-'(1 - \z\2)[(n + s+ l)g(z) + Rg(z)]       (z e B)

where Ug(z) = zxDxg(z) + ■■■ + znDng(z)  denotes the radial derivative of

geH(B).

Lemma 10.  Ls: 53 —> L°°(B) is a bounded operator. Moreover, Ls530 c CQ(B).

Proof. Since |Rg| < |Vg| for g g H(B), it is enough to show that

(6) (l-\z\2)\g(z)\<2\\g\\tB       (g€53)
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and

(7) üm(l-|z|2)|g(z)| = 0      (ge<B0).

It is an easy consequence of the definition of the Bloch space that if g G 53,

then |g(z)| < 21^11^(1 -log(l - |z|2)) on B. Thus (6) and (7) follow from the

fact that x(l - logx) < 1 for 0 < x < 1 and x(l - logx) —> 0 as x —» 0.   D

Lemma 11. For h G A(B), g e 53, j = I, ... ,n,

(8) (s+ l)(Zjh ,Mtg) = (h,(l- \z\2)MtD]g).

Proof. Since (holomorphic) monomials span a dense subset of Aa, we may

assume that h is a monomial. Also note that monomials are pairwise orthog-

onal with respect to any finite rotation-invariant measure on B. Thus, by a

consideration of the Taylor series expansion of g, it suffices to verify (8) for

the special case where h(z) = zß and g(z) - z.zß for some multi-index ß.

Namely, it is sufficient to show

(9) (s+l)ljzß\2\z/(l-\z\2)-i'dVa(z) = (ßj + l)jB\zß\2(l-\z\2)X-UdVa(z)

and for every multi-index ß = (ßx, ... ,ßn) and for every j — 1,...,« . Ex-

press both sides of (9) in polar coordinates and use the norm formula (see

Proposition 1.4.9 of [9]):

/Jdi
Mam-1"-1*"''-"*l„"  '        "' (»_ 1 + 101)!

for every multi-index ß = (ßx, ... ,ßn) where dS denotes the normalized

surface area measure on dB . The rest of the proof is then a routine calculation

and therefore omitted.   D

Theorem 12. For every h G A(B) and g G 53,

(10) (h,Mtg) = (h,MtLsg)

and the same is true for every h G Aa and g G A(B).

Proof. First assume that h G A(B) and g G 53 . Then, by (6), z;g G 53 . Thus,

by Lemma 11 with z.g in place of g, we have

(11) (s+ l)(h,\Zj\2Mtg) = (h,(l- Izfw^g + ZjDjg)).

Take the sum, from j.— I up to j - n, of both sides of (11). Then a little

rearrangement of the resulting expression yields (10). Formula (10) remains

valid for h G Aa and g G A(B) because A(B) is dense in Aa .   D

Corollary 13.  Ps o L$ is the identity on 53 .

Proof. Let g G 53 . By Lemmas 9 and 10, PsLsg G 53 . Now, by first applying

Theorem 12 and then (5), we obtain (zß ,Mg) = (zß , MtLsg) = (zß , M(PsLsg)
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for every multi-index ß . This implies that g and PsLsg have the same Taylor

coefficients. Thus g = PsLsg . The proof is complete.   D

Proof of Theorem 2. The theorem follows immediately from Lemmas 9 and 10

and Corollary 13.   D

Remark 14. In the case 5 = 0 and « = 1,(10) takes the simple form

(12) f hgdA = [ h(z)(2gJT)+ RgJT))(l - \z\2)dA(z)
Ju Ju

where dA denotes the area measure on the unit disc U. A similar formula

appears in [3, p. 16]:

(13) Í hgdA= [ z~X(h(z)-h(0))7(r)(l-\z\2)dA(z) + nh(0)J(Ö).
Ju Ju

A little manipulation shows that formulas (12) and (13) are identical. But (12)

has the obvious advantage over ( 13) that it immediately produces the formula

(14) P[(l-|z|2)(2g + Rg)] = g       (ge53)

where P denotes the Bergman projection on L (U). Moreover, it can be easily

generalized to higher dimensional cases. In fact, Theorem 12 was first proved

in this simplest case and then generalized, without knowledge of [3]: the author

would like to thank Wade Ramey for drawing his attention to the reference [3].

Explicit (and complicated) formulas like (14) can be found in [3, p. 22] as well.

However, they do not appear to be as natural as (14): only the natural factor

(1 - \z\ ), the radial derivative, and a constant multiple are involved there.

4. Dualities

It is probably well known that the dual of Aa is 53 and its predual is 530

under the pairing h x g —> («, g). In the setting of the unit disc these dualities,

under the same or a slightly different pairing, in the weighted or unweighted

case, can be found in many places, such as [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], and [10]. For

the setting of the unit ball, see [12] and [13]. In this section the "same" dualities

are established under each of the pairings h x g —» (h ,Mtg). The derivation

below is simple and independent of those to be found in the references listed

above. The first half of the dualities is almost immediate from Theorem 12:

Theorem 15. Every g € 53 induces A  G (Aa)* defined by

Ag(h) = (h,Mtg)       (hGA(B))

and, conversely, to each A G (AJ* there corresponds a unique g G 53 such that

A = A  . Moreover, the norm of A   is equivalent to the norm of g G 53.

Proof. By Lemma 10, Theorem 12, and Holder's inequality, every g G 53 in-

duces A g (AXJ* such that ||A || < ||£J||g||<8 , where ||LJ denotes the norm

of Ls: <B^L°°(B).
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Now assume that A G (Axa)*. The Hahn-Banach theorem then implies the

existence of ip G L°°(B) such that HvH«, = l|A|| anc* Mn) — {h,M(\p) for

every h G A(B). In other words, A = A,, where g = Pw G 53 by (5) and

Theorem 2. Note that \\g\\% < H-PJHHIc» = 11-^1111^11 > where ll-PJ is the norm
of Ps : L°°(B) -» 53 . The uniqueness is easily seen as in the proof of Corollary

13. The proof is complete,   a

The space of finite Borel measures p on B will be denoted by M(B) and

identified with the dual of C(B) under the pairing px tp —» p(<p) - ¡Blpdp .

Theorem 16. Every h G A   induces Oa G 53^ defined by

<t>h(g) = (h,Mtg)       (gGA(B))

and, conversely, to each <P G 53g there corresponds a unique h G Aa such that

<S> = ®h. Moreover, the norm of Oa is equivalent to the norm of h G Axa.

Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 15, every h G Aa induces Q>h G 53 q such

that ||<PA|| < IILJPH, , where \\h\\x denotes the Axa norm of h .

Now assume that <P G 53q . Then / = 0>°PS is a continuous linear functional

on C(B) by Theorem 2 and thus there exists a measure p G M(B) such that

/(tp) = p(<p) for every tp G C(B). If <p G Cc(B), the subspace of C(B)

consisting of functions supported on compact subsets of B, then Ps<p g A(B).

Thus, by Theorem 1,

(15) f(cp)=f(Ps<p)= ¡Pjdp       (cpGCc(B)).
Jb

An application of Fubini's theorem on the right side of (15) is easily justified

because <p G CC(B). Thus we have

(16) /(<p) = (h,Mt<p)       (<pGCc(B))

where

Note that h G H(B). In addition, it follows from (16) that

/  |*1</Ka<||*||||J»,1|
JrB

for every r G (0,1) where \\P\\ denotes the norm of P : C(B) —> 530 . Accord-

ingly, h G Axa and ||A||, < ||<P||||.PJ by Fatou's lemma.

Now we prove that <P is induced by « . Fix tp g Cc(B) and put g = Psq> g

A(B). Note that if / e A(B), then (f,Mtq>) = {f,MtLsg) by (5) and (10).
Also <DA(g) = (h,MtLsg) by (10). Thus by (16), <DA(g) - <D(g) = (h-f,
Mt(Lsg - tp)) holds for every / G A(B). This implies that 0A(g) = O(g) by

Lemma 10 and Holder's inequality because A(B) is dense in Aa . In summary,

<t>h = O on PsCc(B), which is a dense subset of 530 by Theorem 2, because
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CC(B) is uniformly dense in C0(B). Thus O = <¡>h . The uniqueness is easily

verified as before. The proof is complete.     O

Appendix

Let Jc & denote the function defined at the beginning of the second section.

Proposition 17. For a > -I, c real, and z G B, (1 - \z\2)cJc s(z) = J_c s(z).

Proof. Let Aut(5) denote the automorphism group of B consisting of all bi-

holomorphic self-maps of B .

Fix z G B. Since Aut(ß) acts transitively on B, there exists a function

tp G Aut(¿?) such that <p(z) = 0. Then (see Theorem 2.2.5 of [9]) we have

(p(0) = Uz for some unitary transformation U on C" . Thus we may assume

that q>(0) — z as well. We also have the identity

(17) l-9(a)-\W)=i,]~Z'?¿l~a'9       (aGB,bGB).
(1 - a ■ z)(l - z • b)

Define a measure dx on B by dx(w) = (1 - |u;|2)-"-1 dV(w). Then dx is

Aut(ß)-invariant (see Theorem 2.2.6 of [9]) and therefore we have

l-\<P(w)\2)

<p(0)-tp(w)

.    . ,       f      (l-\<p(w)\2)n+x+s

t2\n+\+a
,.       ,    ,2,-c   f     (I -\W\   )

= (1- z  )     / —-■—    ,.,,—dx(w)
1   '        Jb\1-z-w\"+1+s-c

= (1 — |^|2)  CJ_c/z).

In the above the second equality follows from (17). The proof is complete.   D
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